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Please subscribe to our free occasional e-newsletter on 
developments in efficient lighting



George Mokray

Thanks for researching this 
developing, dynamic crisis! 
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 Comparison of lights at night in Puerto Rico
 before (top) and after (bottom) Hurricane Maria. NOAA



RECOVERY 
GOES IN 
INEVITABLE 
STAGES



HERE ARE A 
FEW VIEWS 
FIVE
MONTHS ON



FROM A 
LIGHTING 
ENERGY 
EXPERT ON 
VACATION



SIGNS OF DEVASTATION

AMIDST HEARTENING RECOVERY































FEMA RECOVERY:

REPLACE WITH SAME.



FEMA RECOVERY:

REPLACE WITH SAME.

200W HID!!
COULD BE

~80W LED!!!



FEMA RECOVERY:

REPLACE WITH SAME.

THIS IS INSANE!!















Jewish Climate Action Network



Haskell Werlin

Business Development, 
Solar Design Associates

generously offered to do 

desktop feasibility review



My power just went back on this week! 

statements from Puerto Ricans we met along the way, five months out

(Always with a smile: upbeat,  people are totally willing, to share)



my husband and I had no power where we were, 
we had to go live with his parents, who have a generator

and we all were looking after his grandparents who lived 
nearby there but they didn’t have any power; 
it was a bit cramped

plus the generators broke down; his father had to buy 
three separate generators; they are rated for not more 
than 21-day continuous use!

I expect the hurricanes to continue to get worse year after 
year, but I love it here, and wouldn’t want to leave

– restaurant hostess



Puerto Rico still needs a lot, 
as our speakers will agree, 

and maybe you're able to help.

If  you're a tourist: go visit, Puerto Rico is open. 

It's a jewel, people are amazing, food is great. 

The recovery to date is immense. And ongoing. 

Most sites are up; the economy needs tourists.

Puerto Rico se levanta!

  



Alma Bair

Paradise Villas, Dorado




